This paper describes simulation model of real network with various neutral earthing methods when a single pole earth fault occurs. Model was made using Matlab. The aim of the paper is to analyse values of the currents and of the temporary overvoltages with power frequency in case of a single pole earth fault. The currents of single phase to ground faults depend (along with the neutral earthing method) mostly on the earth capacitances of the overhead lines or cables connected to the network. A comparison of the network with a large number of long cables and network with mostly overhead lines was made with the purpose to determine their influence. With the intention to control results given by simulation models the mathematical model was created as well. The comparison of the simulation model results and calculated values show match. Simulation models are powerfull analysis tools used to validate different solutions of neutral point earthing.
Introduction
Single phase to earth faults are the most frequent failures in medium and high voltage systems [1] . The values of the currents and of the temporary overvoltages with power frequency in case of a single pole earth fault depend on the neutral point treatment, earth capacitances of the overhead lines or cables connected to the network, voltage level, the value of fault resistance and on the distance between the supply busbars and the fault location. Typically, medium voltage networks in Croatia are held isolated due to the superiority of isolated networks in terms of availability. With the increase of underground cable share in the overall medium voltage network's length, the capacitive earth-fault currents exceed permissive thresholds imposed by national regulations, therefore earthing of networks becomes imperative [4] . In the middle voltage networks in Croatia there are four methods of transformer neutral point grounding treatment: isolated neutral point, low-ohmic grounded neutral point, resonant grounded neutral point and partial compensation. Each concept has certain advantages and disadvantages that need to be taken into account for specific substation [5] .
In order to describe the behaviour of the network during single phase earth faults simulation model was made using MATLAB SimPowerSystem software. SimPowerSystems provides component libraries and analysis tools for modelling and simulating electrical power systems [3] . The simulation model was made for all four methods of transformer neutral point grounding treatment. The model described in this paper observes substation during fault and the influence of various neutral earthing methods combined with the influence of the length of middle voltage power lines. The aim of the study is to show influence various neutral earthing methods and different length and type of the middle voltage power lines have on overvoltages and fault current magnitudes. Temporary overvoltages are dangerous because they can cause an insulation failure. Touch voltages depend directly on the value of fault current. With the increase of the fault current touch voltages increase, too. Technical regulations determine maximal values of dangerous touch voltage that can occur in and around of substation [1] . This model shows current and voltage conditions in the network during fault and can help at the decision which neutral grounding method to choose for specific substation [5] .
Nomenclature
-single pole fault current, A -rated voltage, kV -capacitive resistance, Ω -fault impedance, Ω -earthing resistance, Ω -inductance impedance, Ω -phase -to -ground resistance of the system, Ω -earth capacitances of the overhead line or cable, μF/km
SimPowerSystems simulation models
Model network is shown in Fig. 1 . In the same network four neutral earthing methods were applied. A simulation model consists of: three-phase 110 kV source, network transformer 110/36,75/10,5 kV, middle voltage cables and overhead lines, 35/21 kV transformers, 21/0,4 kV transformers, low voltage cables and the series lead.
The three-phase source is connected in Y with a grounded neutral. This block generates a three-phase sinusoidal 110 kV voltage.
Network transformer was modelled according to the real network transformer. Network transformers is 110/36,75/10,5 kV, 40 MVA with winding connection YNynD5.
Single pole fault with earth is represented as one-phase circuit breaker connected to ground. In series with circuit breaker is resistance (characterizes the ground resistance) [14] .
All cables and overhead lines are represented as distributed parameter lines with different resistance, inductance and capacitance per unit length. Depending on the length and type of power line two cases are considered. Case A includes mostly overhead lines (overhead lines/cable ratio is 3/1) and case B a large number of long cables. Parameters in case A and case B are given in Table 1 [11] . 
Simulation expectations
Type and length of the middle voltage power lines and neutral earthing method should determine the earth fault current and overvoltages [2] .
In all simulations the voltage of the faulted phase should collapse while the voltage on the other two phases should rise. Phase to phase voltages of all three phases before and after fault in all simulations should remain unchanged.
It is expected that currents in the case of the isolated neutral point increase significantly with the increase of the length of middle voltage cables. Internal overvoltages during earth faults are expected to be the highest in the case of the isolated neutral point (compared to all other neutral earthing methods).
In case of the low-ohmic neutral point large number of long cables should increase the value of the earth fault current. Earth fault currents are expected to be the highest in the case of low-ohmic neutral point (current increases especially with the increase of underground cables). Overvoltages in this case are expected to be the lowest.
In case of resonant grounded neutral point the inductive reactance of the Peterson coil is set near the value of the capacitive reactance of the whole network 9 . The capacitive and inductive currents are opposite and resulting current is expected to be very small. In the simulation, it is expected that result current is set to zero. Increase of the length of the underground cables should not influence the value of the current. Overvoltages in case of resonant grounded neutral point are expected to be very high (almost as high as in the case of an isolated neutral point) 10 .
Increase of the length of the underground cables should not influence the value of the current in case of the partial compensation, too. Current is supposed to depend on the value of the low-ohmic resistor. Overvoltages in case of partial compensated networks should be similar as in the case of low-ohmic neutral point.
SimPowerSystems simulation models results
As expected, during a single phase earth fault the voltage of the faulted phase collapses while the voltage of the healthy phases rises. Fig. 2 shows the voltage of the faulted phase for all four methods of transformer neutral point earhing. A fault occurs 0,01 s after the beginning of the simulation [6] . 
Isolated neutral point

Low-ohmic grounded neutral point
Fault current in case of low-ohmic grounded neutral point in case A is shown in Fig. 7 . Fig. 8 shows fault current in case of low-ohmic grounded neutral point in case B. Overvoltages in case A and case B are given in Fig. 9 . 
Resonant grounded neutral point
In case of resonant grounded neutral point fault current for case A are shown in Fig. 10 and in case B in Fig. 11 . Overvoltages in case A and case B are shown in Fig. 12 . 
Partial compensation
Fault currents in case of partial compensation are shown in Fig. 13 (case A) and in Fig. 14 (case B) . Overvoltages in case A and case B are shown in Fig. 15 . 
Mathematical models
With the intention to control results given by simulation models the mathematical model that describes networks with various neutral earthing methods when a single pole fault with earth occurs was created [7] .
Isolated neutral point
Using formulas 1 and 2 for the network shown in Fig. 1 
Low-ohmic grounded neutral point
In case of low-ohmic grounded neutral point earthing resistance R E needs to be taken into account, as well. Formulas 3 and 4 describe single pole fault current and overvoltages in networks with low-ohmic grounded neutral point when single pole fault with earth occurs. Table 3 shows simulated and calculated results in case of low-ohmic grounded neutral point. 2 2
The highest neutral voltage in low-ohmic grounded neutral point networks is equal to the phase to ground voltage when the fault resistance is zero. The corresponding phase to ground voltage in two sound phases is equal to the line voltage [7] . 
Resonant grounded neutral point
Using formulas 5 and 6 for networks with resonant grounded neutral point single pole fault current and overvoltages when a single pole fault with earth occurs were calculated [7, 12] . Simulated and calculated values are given in table 4. 
Partial compensation
In case of partial compensation formulas 7 and 8 describe single pole fault current and overvoltages when a single pole fault with earth occurs. Table 5 shows simulated and calculated results in case of partial compensation. 
Analysis of results
As expected, during a single phase earth fault the voltage of the faulted phase collapsed while the voltage of the healthy phases increased. The voltage of the faulted phase for all four transformer neutral point earthing methods behaved as expected. Phase to phase voltage of all three phases for all four methods of transformer neutral point grounding treatment remained unaffected.
Highest overvoltages were expected to occur in case of isolated neutral point and in case of resonant grounded neutral point. In case of low-ohmic grounded neutral point and partial compensation overvoltages were expected to be similar. Results show matching of expected and simulated results. It has been showed that overvoltages strongly depend on the neutral point method. Maximum calculated overvoltage factor (transient overvoltages during an earth fault) in isolated network was 1,7806.
Highest single pole fault current was expected to occur in case of networks with low-ohmic grounded neutral point. Calculated and simulated results show match with expected values. Case B presents network with large number of long cables, and in that case single pole fault current increases. Fault current in case of networks with low-ohmic grounded neutral point increases from 289,56 A to 388,30 due to larger number of long cables. In case of isolated neutral point single pole fault current increases from 6,5761 A to 278,05 A (simulated results). In case of resonant grounded neutral point single pole fault current remains the same (total compensation), as expected.
Increase of the length of the cables does not influence the value of the current in case of the partial compensation, too. Current depends only on the value of the low-ohmic resistor.
The mathematical model gives similar results for single pole fault currents and overvoltages. However, in some events match is not completed. The reasons for that can be because the mathematical model takes into account only capacitive resistance of 35 kV line, and neglects resistance per unit length and inductance per unit length [15] . The Matlab model takes into consideration resistance, inductance and capacitance per unit length [8] . The difference is particularly evident in case B because of a large number of long cables.The aim of the study was to show influence various neutral earthing methods and different length and type of the middle voltage power lines have on overvoltages and fault current magnitudes. For this particular substation observed in paper resonant grounded neutral point is recommended. In that case danger of too high potential (touch voltage) on earth of substation is reduced to minimum (fault current is zero) [5, 13] . When considering single phase to earth faults in medium voltage networks handling safety issues, especially touch voltages, is the most important aspect [2] .
Conclusion
The particular analysis presented in this paper is a behavioural comparison of various neutral earthing methods in medium voltage systems in case when a single pole earth fault occurs. This paper has shown the effects the neutral point earthing method and different length and type of the middle voltage power lines have on overvoltages and fault current magnitudes. Longer middle voltage lines (especially long cables) considerably increase fault currents. Overvoltages mainly depend on neutral point earthing method. Recommendation for this particular substation is to use resonant grounded neutral point.
Future work should further investigate the dependence of the amplitudes of the currents and of the overvoltages in case of a single pole earth fault on the neutral point method combined with voltage level, the value of fault resistance and effect it has regarding the distance between the supply busbars and the fault location. The model described in this paper can be used in order to present what particular kind of neutral earthing method to use in specific substation.
